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Memorandum 

In response to a question about .the implications for the US ofanother economic 

crisis in Turkey requiring international assistance and funds: 


Since the Turkish legislature's veto of US troop deploymeni on Saturday, Ankara 

has worked feverishly to reach an agreement with the IMF in an effort to calm financial 

markets . 1M1(officiais are saiisfied with the budget 

proposa and a draft tax reform bill;jbut Ankafa miist r\lvise plans for over

employment at state-owned compani!Ss and cqmmino·bi!nking reforms. 


reduci.ng 

Even ii the government meets all the IMF's criteria, the financial repercussions 
of a war in Iraq would raise Ankara's foreign debt service costs-currently 
about $30 billion annually-by driving down the exchang~ rate and pushing 
up interest rates. Foreign commercial banks also are likely to reduce their 
short-term exposure because of concerns that Turkey would not be able to 

· sustain its debt service· payments and the governjent mif,ht have trouble
rolling over its $95 billion domestic short-term de
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If a financial crisis developed,. the IMF imd the World Bank; which have been reluctant 
to extend more credit to Turkey, probably would .press Washington to intervene and 
cou.ld call for greater funding from the US and other industrial countries. 

- The amount that Turkey owes to tile IMF-':;-more than $22 billion at current 
exchange rates-is equal fo ne'arly ·1.100 percent of Turkey's IMF quota, while 

· the normal limit is 300 p~rcent, and Turkey°~lready accounts for 26 percent 
of the Fund's lending. \., . , L '., \,., 
The World Bank could lend more, as its $8.9 billion exposure in Turkey is below· 
the $13.5 b.illion single country exposure limit and is equal to ·only 4 percent 
of its total lending. Budget cuts the government made. to comply with the IMPs 
fiscal target have made it impossible for the Bank to disburse the remainder 
of its existing budget support loans this month,! 
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A financial .crisis could prompt Turkey to seek th~ rescheduling of part·ot the $1.8 billion. 
owed this year to US Government agencies and other bilateral creditors. Rescheduling· 
the $19 billion in principal payments due to private-sector creditors would be harder because 
Turkish banks holding government Eurobonds would .be hurt. · · 

continued ••. 
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